Exploiting the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) between CdTe quantum dots and Au nanoparticles for the determination of bioactive thiols.
This work focused the implementation of FRET processes between CdTe quantum dots (QDs), acting as donors, and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), behaving as acceptors, for the determination of several bioactive thiols such as captopril, glutathione, l-cysteine, thiomalic acid and coenzyme M. The surface chemistry of the QDs and AuNPs was adjusted with adequate capping ligands, i.e. mercaptopropionic acid and cysteamine, respectively, to guarantee the establishment of strong electrostatic interaction between them and promoting the formation of stable FRET assemblies. Under these circumstances the fluorescence emission of the QDs was completely suppressed by the AuNPs. The assayed target analytes were capable of disrupting the donor-acceptor assemblies yielding a concentration-related reversion of the FRET process and restoring QDs fluorescence emission. Distinct mechanisms, involving enhancing of the QDs quantum yield (QY), AuNPs agglomeration, nanoparticles detachment, etc., could be proposed to explain the referred FRET reversion. The developed approach assured good analytical working ranges and demonstrate adequate sensitivity for the assayed compounds, anticipating great prospective for implementing rapid, simple and reliable sensing methodologies for the monitoring of pharmaceutical, food and environmental species. However, selectivity could be a hindrance in the detection of these bioactive thiols in more complex matrices such as environmental and food samples. This problem could be circumvented through the employment of multivariate chemometric methods for the analysis and processing of whole fluorometric response. Moreover, the proposed methodology shows a great analytical versatility since it is possible to easily adapt the surface chemistry, of both QDs and AuNPs, to the chemical nature of the target analyte.